
 

Name(s) ___________________________ 

Assignment #3  

Scan Tool Basics 

Answers to this assignment are found at 
http://cf.linnbenton.edu/eit/auto/krolicp/upload/scan_tool_basics.pdf 
I suggest reading the entire article before answering these questions. 
 
 

For each of diagnostic procedures choose of it is a front door or back door test: 

1)  View scan tool data (PID data)
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

2)  Check the voltage at the Mass Air Flow sensor using a Volt meter 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

3)  Check the voltage at the Throttle Position Sensor using a Volt meter  
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

4)  Check what voltage the computer sees for the throttle position sensor 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

5)  Use a lab scope to test the fuel injectors 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

6)  Use an ohm meter to test the ignition coil 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

7)  Use a timing light to check the timing advance 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

8)  Use a scan tool to check the timing advance 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

9)  Graph PID data 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

10)  Check the PCM calibration number 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

http://cf.linnbenton.edu/eit/auto/krolicp/upload/scan_tool_basics.pdf�


11)  Check DTC’s 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

12)  Reset the tire pressure monitors 
 ___ Front Door        ___ Back Door 

13) What are some common service and repair procedures, other than driveablity diagnosis,  
       that you might need a scan tool for? 

 

 

 

14)  What does DTC stand for? _________________________________ 

15)  What does the DTC do? 

 

 

16)  Explain the steps that allow the Solus Pro to talk to the vehicle control modules  

  



17)  What does PCM stand for? _________________________________ 

18)  What does the PCM do? 

 

19)  What does DLC stand for? _________________________________ 

20)  What does the DLC do? 

 

21)  You have just connected the scan tool and found a code for the oxygen sensor.  
       What does Snap-on call the feature you should use for help in diagnosing this trouble code?   

 

22)  What does MIL stand for? _________________________________ 

23)  What does the MIL do? 

 

24)  What does PID stand for? _________________________________ 

25)  What does the PID do? 

 

26)  PID values are numbers that change as operating conditions change.   
       How can you make it easier to view these numbers as they change? 

 

27)  What does TPS stand for? _________________________________ 

28)  What does the TPS do? 

 

29)  Explain each of the four types of functional tests. 

  



30) When should you connect the scan tool? 

 

31)  What does TSB stand for? _________________________________ 

32)  What does OEM stand for? _________________________________ 

33)  What is important to know about the OEM room? 

 

 

 

34)  What does OBD stand for? _________________________________ 

35)  What is important to know about the OBD-II room? 

 

 

 

36)  What is Freeze Frame Data? 

 

 

 

37)  You notice a PID for the DPFE.  How can you figure out what DPFE stands for? 
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